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Logocentrism (termed by Ludwig Klages)

1) The cosmos is “reasonable” (i.e. logical).
2) A faith in the power of human 

rationality to comprehend the reason 
of the cosmos.

3) Human efforts should prioritize the 
uncovering of those laws.

4) Developing a systematic method for 
investigation (scientific method).

As summarized by Debashish Banerji

wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Thinker



Logocentrism

A knowledge system
through reason.

Comparing and differentiating
sense percepts

wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Thinker



Are there other ways of
knowing

?



Experiment 
inside

consciousness!



A witnessing consciousness

silent non-conceptual but attentive
observing to access the raw

freepik.com dashu83

feels



A witnessing consciousness

YOU are the most direct
measurement «apparatus» for qualia

so let’s make it more «reliable»!

freepik.com dashu83



A witnessing consciousness

epoché

-> Phemoenology

freepik.com dashu83



There is no easy 
theoretical fix for the

Hard Problem
1

Why deal with consciousness from within?



neuronal activity

2

Why deal with consciousness from within?



Animation: Florian de Looji FLRN Gif

Experience is the primary epistemic fact3

Why deal with consciousness from within?



Primacy
experience3

Why deal with consciousness from within?

intersubjectivity
extract structural component

translation
objects outside experience

amnesia
starting point forgotten

Reduction
experience reduced

to abstractions see Michel Bitbol



4

Why deal with consciousness from within?

tenmilesquare.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/cavemen-wheel-cartoon.png

expand scope



Phenomenology
“Consciousness must be 
approached from within, at least 
as much as from without, from 
the midst of lived experience, at 
least as much as from an 
objective scientific vantage 
point”  Michel Bitbol



Phenomenology

“[It is] this recognition that first-
person and third-person 
approaches are not two 
completely different species of 
knowledge, but rather two modes 
of orienting within one and the 
same lived experience”
Michel Bitbol



Problems for
Phenomenology



Objection:

“The thinking individual cannot 
split himself in two parts, one 
who reasons and the other one 
who looks at the reasoning.”
Auguste Comte



Response:

it is a broadened state of 
consciousness rather than a 
split

“contemplation does not merely 
move towards its object; it 
already rests in it”
Wallace



Objection:
Introspection alters the
experience

“If you try to report the changes 
in consciousness, while these 
changes are in progress, you 
interfere with consciousness.”
Titchener



Response:
„a phenomenon is co-defined 
[…] rather than disturbed“
M Bitbol

Does using a telescope change
the observed night sky or just 
lead to a more precise
observation?



Objection:
People often experience things
that are not there (hallucination) 
or miss things that are
presented to them (unaware).



Response:
“The question […] is not whether 
the reports tally with the stimuli, 
but whether they give accurate 
descriptions of the observer’s 
experimental consciousness”
Titchener



Objection:
“the reports are irreplicable (no 
independent checks) not only by 
others but even by the particular 
introspector himself.”
Wundt



Response:
An objective measurement is also 
not replicable in this strong 
sense. The arrangement of atoms is 
never completely the same.
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Microphenomenology
− When I realized that I was gone, the thought vanished.
− How did it vanish? Was it instantaneous or gradual?
− It was very quick, but it nevertheless took a moment.
− And what happened during this moment?
− [silence…] I loosen, I loosen my tension on that thought. 
− And when you loosen your tension on that thought, 

what do you loosen?
− In fact I loosen a light tension in my head.
− Where exactly is this light tension 

in your head?
− It is at the top to the right and 

at the front of the head.
− And when you loosen it, how do 

you go about it, what do you do?



Questions try to
avoid suggestive 
content without

losing focus

Microphenomenology
− When I realized that I was gone, the thought vanished.
− How did it vanish? Was it instantaneous or gradual?
− It was very quick, but it nevertheless took a moment.
− And what happened during this moment?
− [silence…] I loosen, I loosen my tension on that thought. 
− And when you loosen your tension on that thought, 

what do you loosen?
− In fact I loosen a light tension in my head.
− Where exactly is this light tension 

in your head?
− It is at the top to the right and 

at the front of the head.
− And when you loosen it, how do 

you go about it, what do you do?



pauses & gestures
indicative that
subject is not 
reciting pre-

existing knowledge

Microphenomenology
− When I realized that I was gone, the thought vanished.
− How did it vanish? Was it instantaneous or gradual?
− It was very quick, but it nevertheless took a moment.
− And what happened during this moment?
− [silence…] I loosen, I loosen my tension on that thought. 
− And when you loosen your tension on that thought, 

what do you loosen?
− In fact I loosen a light tension in my head.
− Where exactly is this light tension 

in your head?
− It is at the top to the right and 

at the front of the head.
− And when you loosen it, how do 

you go about it, what do you do?



present tense
indicative that
subject is not 
reciting pre-

existing knowledge

Microphenomenology
− When I realized that I was gone, the thought vanished.
− How did it vanish? Was it instantaneous or gradual?
− It was very quick, but it nevertheless took a moment.
− And what happened during this moment?
− [silence…] I loosen, I loosen my tension on that thought. 
− And when you loosen your tension on that thought, 

what do you loosen?
− In fact I loosen a light tension in my head.
− Where exactly is this light tension 

in your head?
− It is at the top to the right and 

at the front of the head.
− And when you loosen it, how do 

you go about it, what do you do?



verbal flow
indicative that
subject is not 
reciting pre-

existing knowledge

Microphenomenology
− When I realized that I was gone, the thought vanished.
− How did it vanish? Was it instantaneous or gradual?
− It was very quick, but it nevertheless took a moment.
− And what happened during this moment?
− [silence…] I loosen, I loosen my tension on that thought. 
− And when you loosen your tension on that thought, 

what do you loosen?
− In fact I loosen a light tension in my head.
− Where exactly is this light tension 

in your head?
− It is at the top to the right and 

at the front of the head.
− And when you loosen it, how do 

you go about it, what do you do?



iterative process
helps to evoke the

experience in a 
more fine grained

fashion

Microphenomenology
− When I realized that I was gone, the thought vanished.
− How did it vanish? Was it instantaneous or gradual?
− It was very quick, but it nevertheless took a moment.
− And what happened during this moment?
− [silence…] I loosen, I loosen my tension on that thought. 
− And when you loosen your tension on that thought, 

what do you loosen?
− In fact I loosen a light tension in my head.
− Where exactly is this light tension 

in your head?
− It is at the top to the right and 

at the front of the head.
− And when you loosen it, how do 

you go about it, what do you do?



consistency
Indicative that

subject is honest

Microphenomenology
− When I realized that I was gone, the thought vanished.
− How did it vanish? Was it instantaneous or gradual?
− It was very quick, but it nevertheless took a moment.
− And what happened during this moment?
− [silence…] I loosen, I loosen my tension on that thought. 
− And when you loosen your tension on that thought, 

what do you loosen?
− In fact I loosen a light tension in my head.
− Where exactly is this light tension 

in your head?
− It is at the top to the right and 

at the front of the head.
− And when you loosen it, how do 

you go about it, what do you do?



A few seconds of experience can lead
to an hour of interviewing

Long training of interviewer

Having a similar experience after the
interview can further sharpen observation

Microphenomenology



cognition
of



mbody



mbed



nact



xtend



consciousness
of



You are not just a 
floating brain!

freepik.com



freepik.com

don’t
forget

us!



Nummenmaa et al. 2013 Bodily maps of emotions PNAS (n=701) 



Lynden et al. (2010) Moving Through Time Psychol Sci

Body figure: physiquedevelopment.com



Jostmann et al. (2009) Weight as an Embodiment of Importance Psychol Sci

clipboard: clipart-library.com

participants who held a 
heavy clipboard 
estimated foreign 
currencies to be more 
valuable than 
participants who held a 
light clipboard



Experiment: body position

I am very confident 
in my own abilities!

I am very confident 
in my own abilities!



Other potential modes of
consciousness?

Knowledge by identity: 
Knowing by being

- Sri Aurobindo

britishmuseum.org/collection/object/A_1940-0713-0-79



Other potential modes of
consciousness?

If consciousness is more primary:

-> Parapsychology

Felix Hasler:
beobachter.ch/gesellschaft/parapsychologie-am-rand-des-wissens

Baruss & Mossbridge:
Transcendent Mind: Rethinking the Science of Consciousness

britishmuseum.org/collection/object/A_1940-0713-0-79



our worldviews shape
scientific questions

„It is the theory which 
decides what can be   

observed“ Albert Einstein



Homework for next week:

How does falling/staying
asleep, waking up,

dreaming, etc feel like?
Try out epoché for sleep.


